
SERVICES AND PRICING

Board to incorporate; complimentary colour scheme, furniture, homewares, 
accessories, artworks where appropriate, wallpaper designs where 
appropriate, textiles, tiling where appropriate, room layout.

SMALL ROOM: Entry, Hallway, Study Nook - $395

MEDIUM ROOM: Dining, Bedroom, Nursery, Home Office/Study - $495

LARGE ROOM: Living, Media Room, Outdoor Dining, Any Large Open Plan 
Room - $595

After this initial stage, a meeting will be arranged to discuss everything. Changes can then be made to 
finalise the design. Cost includes 2 revisions. 

Please note that design consultation outside the scope of work laid out in the initial proposal will be 
charged at $95 per hour.

Once initial design direction is signed off, final concept boards will be presented digitally.  Final concept 
boards will include;

complimentary colour schemes, furniture, accessories, lampshades, artworks, wallpaper designs where 
appropriate, textiles, tiling where appropriate, room layout.

Draft Design Direction and Concept  Board
STAGE ONE

HOLISTIC INTERIOR DESIGN

Amanda Jane - +61 432 479 522
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Contd...SERVICES AND PRICING

- INTERIORS

- EXTERIORS

To incorporate: phone laising with suppliers, having quotes prepared, 
coordinating deliveries.

FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES: per room - $395

FURNITURE ONLY: per room - $295

ACCESSORIES ONLY: per room - $245

Any onsite sourcing will be charged at $95 per hour

EXCLUSIONS: 

(A) Cost of goods.  All items will be invoiced to you as they are ordered.  Generally orders are only processed once payment 

has been made. (B) Cost of delivery.  All delivery costs will be incurred by you and are usually included in the product order.

To incorporate: 3 quotes from builders/trade, coordinating job implementation. 

SERVICE COST: $150

Product Sourcing

Additional Service

STAGE TWO

STAGE TWO

Contd...

HOLISTIC INTERIOR DESIGN
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SERVICES AND PRICING

To incorporate: delivery of goods at my premises, final dress of rooms at 
client location.

SERVICE COST: $95 per hour

Please note that any other work outside the scope of work laid out in the 
initial proposal will be charged at $95 per hour.

Interior orExterior Dressing
STAGE THREE

Contd...

HOLISTIC INTERIOR DESIGN
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